
Lesson Plans - English 2 - WHS

Teacher Name Shariff
Course English 2
Unit Name - Memoir - Night
Dates - August 22 - 26, 2022

Monday
Aug 22, 2022

Daily Objective:
Students will introduce
themselves to
classmates by planning
and playing a group
game. Students will
utilize technology to
create short videos
discussing their names.

Agenda -
1. Teacher introduction using slides with pictures. (5 minutes)
2.  Group building game - Student Introduction game. Students will
all fill out a bingo sheet with information about themselves, and
then go around and find others with matching answers. (15 min - 3
minute instructions, 6 minute fill out, 6 minute matching. )
3. Flipgrid assignment - What’s in a name? Do in class - One
minute Flipgrid video where you do the following (25 mins)

● Clearly state your full name
● Clearly state your prefered name
● State your preferred pronouns
● Explain how you got your name or how you feel

about your name
● Tell what your name means and if you think it suits

you. Why?
OR

● Do you think names are important? Why?

Formative Assessment
Observation of groups
Group building game

Modifications
Sentences stem for the Student Introduction game.
Allow students to work together on Flipgrid if needed.
Provide sentence stems for Flipgrid assignment
Allow students to read their writing aloud for Flipgrid if they prefer

Intervention
Work together on Flipgrid if needed

Extension
Assist other students with Flipgrid

Follow-up/Homework
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Tuesday
Aug 23, 2022

Daily Objective:
Students will read and
annotate the syllabus.
Students will discuss,
write, and share the
highs and lows for teens
today and for them
specifically as we
prepare to address the
question, “What is the
relationship between
our stories and our
identity?” in Elie
Wiesel’s memoir Night.

Agenda
1. Read syllabus aloud. Annotate while we read. Underline if

important. Put question marks in the margin if confused.
Take questions and comments. See extension questions if
needed. (15 minutes)

2. Introduce warm-up guidelines, complete highs and lows
chart for today’s teens as first warm-up. Keep warm-up in
Eng 2 folder - may take out for exit ticket at end of some
classes (10 minutes)

3. List your own personal highs and lows underneath the chart
on warm-up. (5 minutes)

4. Quickwrite #1 (on separate sheet from warm-up) about one
of the highs or lows. Before writing, go over Quickwrite
guidelines: (15 minutes)

● Write for full ten minutes - don’t stop
● Go into depth about the people, the location, your

feelings, others’ feelings, the impact on everyone,
write everything you remember

● Focus on getting your ideas out - save mechanics
such as spelling for later

● The Quickwrites done this week and next will be
part of Major #1 due next Friday

5. Introduce the guiding question: What is the relationship
between our stories and our identity? Ask students what
makes up our stories (people, places, race, gender, what
else?) Connect this to our first reading genre - memoir - and
Night. (2 minutes)

6. Summer Reading Assignment explanation and deadline -
Block Day week 3 - Sept 7 or 8 - This is major #2

7. Reminders: Syllabus due Friday, be ready with warm-up at
beginning of class tomorrow (2 minutes)

Formative Assessment
Warm-up and Quickwrite participation

Modifications
Provide sentence starters for Quickwrite

Intervention
Ask, What should be added to this syllabus? What sentence is
most important to the teacher? - Why? Which sentence is most
important to your parents? - Why?
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Walk around to support students locating and remaining in correct
place as we read
If needed, list sentence starters on page for those who have
trouble beginning to write or allow students to talk through their
answer while teacher fills in main points for them

Extension
If there is a relationship between our stories and our identity, then
what makes up our stories and what makes up our identities?

Follow-up/Homework
Syllabus due Friday, Quickwrites to be continued

Wed./Thur.
-Aug 24, 2022

Aug 25, 2022

Daily Objective:
Students will read,
compare, and discuss
two short memoirs in
order to determine the
elements of memoir.

Agenda
1. Warm-up:Introduce vocabulary - Fast and Curious on

phone - Kahoot or Quizizz (16 minutes)
2. Vocabulary Cont.-  Choose two vocab words. Draw

illustrations of each on your warm-up paper. Show
volunteers’ on document camera if available. (10 mins)

3. Quickwrite #2 - Look back at guidelines, use separate sheet
because these will be turned in as part of Major #1 - write
about one of the highs and lows from yesterday OR write
about a memory that stands out from school (10 mins)

4. Read aloud and compare two memoirs - Suggested
memoirs: Excerpt from It’s Always Something by Gilda
Radner and Oranges by Gary Soto or memoirs from the
Teen Ink site or from the textbook (40 mins total for 3, 4, 5)

Ending of Gilda Radner’s memoir - It’s Always Something
can be found at
http://rabbifleischmann.blogspot.com/2013/07/gildas-dog-st
ory.html
Oranges a memoir poem can be found at
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poetrymagazine/browse?c
ontentId=35513

5. In small groups, brainstorm everything that stands out
about the memoirs. Create chart paper quadrants like
(Pre-AP Unit 3 - pg. 95) with memoir in middle of chart
paper and elements of memoir in quadrants - Memory
(Important Event), Sensory Detail, Emotion, Lesson

6. Stop after reading each memoir so groups can discuss and
fill in what matters for each quadrant listed in #4. Add and
explain first person before going on, so in total there are 5

http://rabbifleischmann.blogspot.com/2013/07/gildas-dog-story.html
http://rabbifleischmann.blogspot.com/2013/07/gildas-dog-story.html
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poetrymagazine/browse?contentId=35513
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poetrymagazine/browse?contentId=35513
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elements: Memory, First Person, Sensory Detail, Emotion,
Lesson

7. Silliness - balloon game (Rules - feet on floor, no lunging
over people or desks, volume low, have two ways planned
to pop the balloon, last person touching after two minutes
will pop.) Do two rounds if time permits. Will revisit this
game next week to review writing process steps. (15 mins)

8. Reminders: Syllabus due tomorrow.

Formative Assessment
Vocab
Quickwrite
Participation with butcher paper and brainstorming qualities of
memoir
Mnemonic sentence for memoir

Modifications
Allow different topics for quickwrite, allow students to help each
other with butcher paper ideas

Intervention
Ask questions to lead students to answers for butcher paper -
memoir assignment if stuck. Walk around during reading to make
sure students are in the right place.

Extension
Look up additional memoirs on Teen Ink site or look up 6-word
memoirs online.

Follow-up/Homework
Syllabus due Friday, Vocab to be continued
Will come back to balloon game next week to work on writing
process

Friday
Aug 26, 2022

Daily Objective:
Students will write about
and discuss names to
assist the teacher with
learning each name.

Agenda
1. Warm-up: Look at posters made on block day. Make up a

silly mnemonic sentence to help you remember the 5
elements of memoir. See slides for example. Have students
share.  (5 mins)

2. Sprint Quickwrite (90 seconds on each question): Tell how
you feel about your name. What name would you like
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Students will continue
building their vocabulary

instead or what name would you hate having? What will you
name your own children some day? Why are names
important?  (10 mins)

3. Vocabulary - Fast and Curious #2 - Kahoot or Quizizz (20
minutes)

4. Turn in syllabus with signatures. Turn in warm-ups (5 mins)

Formative Assessment
Quickwrite and warm-up
Vocabulary Quiz
Modifications
Present sentence stems for Quickwrite activity.

Intervention

Extension
Students can continue practicing vocabulary by creating Frayer
models for vocab words. - Could be used on Word Wall.

Follow-up/Homework


